This is a custom-built system consisting of an electro-polished stainless steel chamber half circular box shape with a full opening front door and three sputter 2" flex magnetron guns. The base plate carries the 4" substrate holder with heater. The substrate holder is electrically insolated from chamber and rotated up to 20 rpm. On the down plate the heater is located, which is possible to provide the temperature of wafer surface up to 300°C. The temperature is controlled through a PID controller.
The system is completed with two DC power supplies and one RF power supply (13. 56 MHz). The RF power supply is supplied with an auto-matching network in order to minimize the reflected power. The RF power supply can be used as RF bias and also during the etching process.
The measurement of the film deposition goes with Thin Film Co-Deposition Controller SQC222 across two Crystal Sensors. The SQC222can provide the deposition in both as manual so automatic modes.
The system is operated with water-cooling only.
The system is provided with all necessary interlocks for safe work of the personnel and to prevent of possible damages for devices because wrong operations.
Vacuum Pumping System:
The 260 1/s turbo molecular pump is backed by a matching double stage rotary oil pump, which is utilized to provide vacuum in the process chamber. Process vacuum of 10-6 can be achieved during 30 minutes.
The full range combination BA hot cathode and convection gauge measures pressure from 760 to 10-8 Ton is provided. This gauge can detect the base vacuum, and it is suitable for Argon and Oxygen pressure during sputtering and etching process.
It is important to keep the chamber and the components internally clean at all times to achieve a good vacuum. Also, the liner provided inside the chamber are for protecting the walls from film deposits, which will need to be cleaned periodically with isopropyl alcohol after removal of the deposits by scrubbing, if necessary. ANY UNAUTHORIZED TAMPERING WITH THE SYSTEM WILL VOID THE WARRANTY. The system has been tested for operation and process. The operating manual and components manual give full information on the normal function and maintenance of the system and its parts. It is strongly recommended that the users familiarize themselves with these manuals and standard operating procedures before attempting to operate the system. It is important that UNTRAINED PERSONNEL DO NOT OPERATE THE SYSTEM. Please note that in such an event, the WARRANTY WILL NOT APPLY. To Stop Vacuum Pumps:
IMPORTANT NOTES:
Push "Stop" button switch on the front panel. The turbo-molecular pump is going to operate ON free rotation. The rotary pump stops, fore valve closes.
Chamber Vent:
1) Turn ON the toggle switch "VENT". Make sure the chamber is vented with dry N2.
The ventilation process is slow going, approximately taking 3-5minutes to prevent the damage for turbo pump from fast braking.
Please Note: Switch OFF the "VENT" after the chamber is vented to prevent possible damage from overheating the coil of the solenoid valve. Also it is always important to vent the chamber with dry nitrogen.
OPERATING SUBSTRATE HOLDERS
Substrate Holder Rotation:
1) Turn ON the toggle switch "Rotation".
2) Adjust selected speed of rotation with potentiometer "Adjust rotation".
Operation with Heater:
1) Turn ON the toggle switch "Heater". 2) Switch OFF "Heater" after finishing the work.
Please Note:
The destination of final temperature goes approximately 10-15 minutes. After receiving necessary level hold 10-15 minutes additionally for equalizing temperature along whole surface of the substrate holder. Try to use the "soft" regime of heating (the mode #2, see the Manual) for preventing overshooting.
SPUTTERING AND BIASING PROCESS
Sputtering process manually:
1) Switch On the Power Supply 2) Open the shutter for the selected gun by turning ON toggle switch of the corresponding gun.
3) Select the configuration using the toggle switches "Gunl RF-DC1" and "DC2 Gun2 -Gun3" 4) Turn ON the toggle switch "ARGON". Close -Relay4 Shutter2 Open -Relay5
5) Set up necessary quantity of gas ON channell (UNIT Instruments
Close -Relay6 Shutter3 Open -Relay7
Close -Relay8
2) Turn ON the toggle switch "ARGON".
3) Set up necessary quantity of gas ON channel 1 (see manual URS-40).
4) Select and start the process ON SQC-222. The process is going to automatically correspond with the selected program.
Please Note: In the case of using the RF Power Supply, be sure the one is set in ANALOG CONTROL mode (see the Manual) Biasing Process: 1) Put on the toggle switch "BIAS' 2) Put the toggle switch "Gunl RF-DC1" in DC1 position.
3) Switch ON the toggle switch "OXYGEN" 4) Set up necessary quantity of gas ON channel2 (UNIT Instruments). 5) Switch ON "OUTPUT POWER" on the RF Power Supply and adjust the power. 
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